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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes an intelligent cinematography director for 
plot-based storytelling systems. The role of the director is to select 

in real-time the camera shots that best fit for the scenes and 
present the content in an interesting and coherent manner. 
Director's knowledge is represented with a collection of support 
vector machines (SVM) trained to solve cinematography 
problems of shot selection. With this work we introduce the use of 
support vector machines, applied as an artificial intelligence 
method, in a storytelling director. This approach also can be 
extended and applied in games and other digital entertainment 

applications.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

I.2 [Artificial Intelligence]: Applications and Expert Systems -
Games, Learning - Knowledge acquisition; I.3 [Computer 

Graphics]: General, Graphics Systems - Stand-alone systems, 

Applications; I.6 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of 
Simulation - Animation, Gaming, Applications.  

General Terms 

Algorithms, Design. 

Keywords 

Storytelling, Virtual Director, Cinematography, Artificial 
Intelligence, Support Vector Machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Current advances in graphic technologies are paving the way to 
realistic digital entertainment applications. However, with this 

evolution new challenges have emerged. One area that deserves 
emphasis and has been the target of several researches in last the 
years is the application of cinematography in games and 
storytelling applications. 

Cinematography is defined as the art of film-making. It consists of 
techniques and principles that control how a film should be 
produced and filmed. Most of the principles of cinematography 
are about how a camera should be used in order to accomplish 

tasks such as engaging the interest of the viewer, enhancing and 
clarifying the narrative, and presenting the content in an 
interesting and coherent manner. Viewers are used to a general 
storytelling pattern. Therefore, when they watch a single movie, 
they unconditionally try to impose a pattern of his/her own. 

In this paper, we focus on the application of cinematography 
concepts to storytelling applications. Interactive storytelling is a 
new medium of digital entertainment where authors, audience, 

and virtual agents engage in a collaborative experience. It can be 
seen as a convergence of games and filmmaking. Storytelling 
systems can be divided in two different models. The first model 
corresponds to the character-based approach [3, 18, 25] where the 
storyline usually results from the real-time interaction among 
virtual autonomous agents that usually incorporates a deliberative 
behavior. The main advantage of a character-based model is the 
ability of anytime user intervention. As a result of such strong 

intervention, there is no way to estimate what decisions or actions 
will be made by the virtual actors. The director does not have then 
the same control over the process as it usually occurs in real 
filmmaking. The other model corresponds to the plot-based 
approach [21, 11], where characters incorporate a reactive 
behavior, which follows rigid rules specified by a plot. The plot is 
usually built in a stage that comes before dramatization. This 
approach ensures that actors can follow a predefined script of 
actions that are known beforehand. The script may be built 

automatically from a plot or with the help of the author. 

To apply cinematography concepts in storytelling applications 
there are two most common approaches. The first approach is the 
use of film idioms, which represents the most usual way to present 
a specific type of scene. Idioms are used in works such as Charles 



et al. [4]. The second approach is the division of the system in 
different modules or agents that represent the various roles people 
play in a movie set, such as in Hawkins [14]. In other works, such 
as Courty et al. [6] both approaches are used. However, these 
works have only superficially incorporated cinematography rules. 

This paper proposes a cinematography director for plot-based 
storytelling systems. The director uses a collection of Support 
Vector Machines (SVM) trained with cinematography knowledge 
to select, in real-time, the best shots for the dramatization of 
scenes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 
compares our approach with previous research. Section 3 presents 
the principles and concepts of cinematography. Section 4 presents 
our system architecture. Section 5 brings a detailed look at the 

director implementation. In section 6, we analyze the performance 
and accuracy results to demonstrate the efficiency of our 
approach. Finally, in section 7 we present the concluding remarks. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Many works have already been done with the objective of 

applying concepts of cinematography in games. The basic 
principle of camera positioning employing cinematography 
knowledge in form of idioms was first explored by Christianson et 
al. [5]. These idioms encapsulate the combined knowledge of 
several personal roles in a traditional filming set and are widely 
used in research involving camera systems. However, film idioms 
are only able to solve the problem of direct manipulation of the 
virtual camera. In other works, such as Hawkins [14], the system 

is divided in different modules or agents, the most common 
approach consider three elements: director, editor and 
cinematographer. This approach is known to be a better solution 
since some cinematography rules do not only involve the camera 
manipulation. 

In research involving cinematography applied to storytelling 
systems, there is a clear distinction between the techniques that 
can be applied to character-based and plot-based approaches. Plot-
based applications give access to all the actions before camera 

planning, allowing the system to have a greater control of the 
scenes based upon pure cinematography knowledge. Character-
based applications do not allow the same level of control over the 
scenes, making camera planning more complicated, since all 
information is sent in real-time to the camera system. 

The first camera system in character-based storytelling 
applications was developed by He et al. [15]. They organized film 
idioms as nodes of hierarchical trees. Each idiom operates as a 

state machine and defines the scene shots to be used. Halper et al. 
[13] has proposed a camera control based upon constraint 
specifications; however high constraint satisfaction implies in 
poor frame coherence. Charles et al. [4] have explored 
architectural and organizational concepts to achieve satisfactory 
camera planning when we have different context timeline stories 
that can be alternated with the flow of the time. In plot-based 
applications, Courty et al. [6] introduces a scheme for integrating 

storytelling and camera systems. 

Current approaches only reach superficial implementation, and do 
not provide a good dramatization quality to become comparable 
with a real movie. In this work, we try to contribute towards this 
goal by proposing a novel approach for the architecture and 
implementation of a cinematography virtual director. 

3. PRINCIPLES OF CINEMATOGRAPHY 
The term cinematography was created in the film industry a long 

time ago to describe the process of creating images on film. With 
the advancement of industry and the emergence of new 
technologies in digital video with high definition formats, the tern 
is expanded. Now it is understood as a generic term covering all 
aspects of camera work, including the creative aspects involved 
with making aesthetically pleasing images and the technical 
aspects involved with using cameras, lights, and other equipment 
[19]. 

Although a film can be considered a linear sequence of frames, it 
is often helpful to think of a film as having a structure. At the 
highest level a film is a sequence of scenes. Each scene is 

composed of a number of shots, a shot being a continuous view 
filmed by one camera without interruption. The transition from 
one shot to the next is known as a cut. 

The size of the image on the film is determined by the distance of 
the camera from the subject. The closer is the camera, the larger is 
the image. This distance defines a shot type. Supposing that the 
subject is a character, an example of shot type is the medium shot, 
which depicts characters from the thighs to above the head. 
Another example is the close-up, which depicts them from the 
chest to above the head [17]. 

The type of camera angle strongly influences the way a scene is 
perceived by the viewers. It also defines how viewers may 
become part of the action. When a choice is made to the objective 

angle, the viewer sees the event on screen as if an unseen observer 
[17]. A subjective camera angle makes the viewer a part of the 
scene. 

Another important aspect of filmmaking corresponds to the 
camera movements. They affect the aesthetic and psychological 
properties of a scene. An example of camera movement is the 
tracking, when the camera moves alongside a character while 
filming, giving to the viewers the feeling that they are walking 
alongside the character [17]. The movement must be executed 
such that the viewer does not become disoriented. 

Cinematography is a complex process, and many rules demand 
human interpretation of the scenes to be correctly applied. 
However, cinematographers have defined some heuristics for 
selecting good shots [1]. Some examples are: 

• Create a line of action: This line should connect the two major 

points in one scene (most of the times, the two actors that 
interact in the scene); 

• Parallel editing: Scenes should alternate between different 
contexts, locations and times; 

• Show only peak moments of the story: Repetitive movements 
should be eliminated; 

• Don’t cross the line: Once a scene is taken by a side of the 

interest line, the camera should in principle keep itself in that 
side, not making unexpected movement shots. The camera can 
switch sides, but only upon an establishing shot, that shows that 
transition; 

• Let the actor lead: The actor should initiate all movement, and 
the camera should come to rest a little before the actor; 

• Break movement: A scene illustrating some movement must 
be broken in two shots at least. 



4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
Our storytelling system architecture is organized in four modules. 

The Scriptwriter is responsible for controlling the plot and the 
story flow; the Scenographer is responsible for creating and 
arranging the sceneries; the Director defines how scenes will be 
filmed; and the Cameraman is responsible for positioning the 
cameras. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the architecture. 

The main component of our architecture and the focus of this 
work is the Director. It concentrates the cinematography 
knowledge and decides, in real-time, the best way to present 
scenes. The knowledge is represented by means of several support 
vector machines trained to solve cinematography problems 
involving camera shot selection. Support vector machines are 

used as an effective method for general purpose pattern 
recognition; they are based on statistical learning theory and are 
specialized for small sample sets [22]. A similar approach is used 
by Passos et al. [20] to select camera shots in a race car game 
using a neural network classifier. Support vector machines have 
better generalization than neural networks and guarantee local and 
global optimal solutions similar to those obtained by neural 
networks [12]. In recent years, support vector machines have been 

found to be remarkably effective in many real-world applications 
such as in systems for detecting microcalcifications in medical 
images [8], automatic hierarchical document categorization [2], 
spam categorization [7], among others. 

 

Figure 1. System architecture 

 

In our system, the modules are agents that communicate with each 
other by means of message exchange and can be summarized as 
follows: 

1. The Scriptwriter reads the information about the current scene 
from the story plot and sends it to the Scenographer; 

2. The Scenographer prepares the actors and scenario for the 

scene dramatization and also places objects and involved actors in 
the scene. The information about the scenario is sent to both the 
Cameraman and the Director; 

3. The cameraman, following cinematography rules, places a set 
of cameras in the scene for all possible shots for the current scene; 

4. The Director extracts from the scene all important data and 
applies them to a support vector machine to select the best shot for 
the scene. This information is then sent to the Cameraman; 

5. The Cameraman activates the shot selected by the Director and, 
if necessary, executes a camera movement or zooming operation. 

5. THE DIRECTOR 
In a film production, the director creatively translates the written 
word into specific images. He visualizes the script by giving to 
abstract concepts a concrete form. The director establishes a point 
of view on the action that helps to determine the selection of 
shots, camera placements and movements. The director is 
responsible for the dramatic structure and directional flow of the 
film [9]. 

In our system, the role of the director is to choose which shot 
should be used at each time to highlight the scene emotion and to 
present the content in an interesting and coherent manner. To 
perform this task, the director uses a collection of support vector 
machines trained to classify the best shots for the dramatization 
scenes.  

The process consists of two steps. First, the training process, 
which is done before the story dramatization, consists in 

simulating some common scenes and defining the solution for the 
shot selection. The features of these scenes, actors and 
environment are used to teach the support vector machine how to 
proceed in this situation in order to detect similar situations in the 
future. The second step is the prediction process that is done in 
real-time during the dramatization by using the knowledge 
acquired through the training process to predict (classify) an 
unknown situation. Subsequent sections detail all this process.  

The input of our support vector machines are the important 
features from the environment, scene, and involved actors. The 
output is the selected shot that best matches with the input 
features, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Support vector machine input and output 

 

5.1 Support Vector Machine 
The support vector machine, proposed by Vapnik [23], is a 
powerful methodology for solving machine-learning problems. It 
consists of a supervised learning method that tries to find the 
biggest margin to separate different classes of data. Kernel 
functions are employed to efficiently map input data, which may 
not be linearly separable, to a high dimensional feature space 
where linear methods can then be applied.  



The original idea of SVM is to use a linear separating hyperplane 
to separate the training data set into two classes. Figure 4 shows 
an optimal hyperplane separating the blue class from the green 
class.  

 

 

 

                                   

 

 

 

             

 

 

Figure 3. Optimal hyperplane separating two classes. 
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Vapnik [23] has shown that, to perform this minimization, we 
must maximize the following function with respect to the 
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Those sxi with iα<0 are termed Support Vectors. The support 

vectors are located on the separating margins and are usually a 

small subset of the training data set, denoted by SVMX .  

For an unknown vector ix , its classification corresponds to 

finding: 
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and the sum is over those nonzero SVs with iα<0 . In other 

words, this process corresponds to find which side of the 
hyperplane the unknown vector belongs.  

However, in most cases, the classification is not so simple, and 
often more complex structures are needed in order to make an 
optimal separation. For example, in Figure 4, the separation 
requires a curve that is more complex than a simple line. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Non-linearly separable classes. 
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To construct the optimal hyperplane in the case when the data is 
linearly non-separable, SVM uses two methods. First, it allows 
training errors. Second, it non-linearly transforms the original 
input space into a higher dimensional feature space by a 

function ( )xϕ . In this higher space, it is possible that the features 

may be linearly separated [24]. Then the problem can be 
described as: 

∑
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ξ  in the objective function and training 

errors are allowed. If the penalty term C is large enough and the 

data is linear separable, the problem (2) goes back to (1) as all iξ  

will be zero. We can equivalently maximize ( )αW  but the 

constraint is now Ci ≤≤ α0  instead of iα≤0 : 
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The inner products in the high-dimensional space can be replaced 

by some special kernel functions. Some popular kernels are radial 
basis function kernel and polynomial kernel. 

For example, to linearly separate the classes showed in Figure 4, 
the classes need to be mapped and rearranged using a kernel 
function in a high-dimensional space. After the mapping, classes 
become linearly separable and the optimal hyperplane can be 
created (Figure 5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Classes mapped and rearranged to become linearly 

separable.  

Support vector machines were originally created for binary pattern 
classification. For our problem, a multi-class pattern recognition is 
necessary because in most part of the scenes we have more than 
two possible shots for the same scene. To solve this problem, we 
use the "one-against-one" approach [16] in which classifiers are 

constructed and each one trains data from two different classes, 
creating a combination of binary SVMs. The first use of this 
strategy on SVM was by Friedmann [10]. In classification we use 
a voting strategy to decide the class of the input pattern. 

5.2 Training Process 
Before using support vector machines to select the shots in our 
dramatization, they have to be trained to acquire the necessary 
knowledge to create the optimal hyperplane separating the shots, 
so that it can be used to predict the best shot for new scenes. 

In order to train the support vector machines, we simulate some 
common situations that happen in real films. Based on 
cinematography rules and principles, we perform the selection of 
best shots for these scenes and store them in a database together 

with features from the simulated scenes. The training database is 
composed of several samples of simulated scenes, each one with 
the features and the selected shot for the simulated scene. This 
training database is created once and is used in all future 
dramatizations. 

The used features are: 

• Normalized values of the position (X, Y and Z) (relative 

to the center of scene) of the actors involved in the 
scene. These values influence the camera shot in action 
scenes when the position of the actor can change during 
the dramatization. 

• The current emotional state of the actors involved in the 
scene (happiness, sadness, angriness or scariness). The 

emotional state in most cases influences the selected 
shot to highlight the emotional actor state. 

• The acting or talking actor. This feature is the most 

important because the actor must be visible in the shot. 

Numerical values are associated with the abstract types. The 
emotional state happiness is, for example, represented by the 
value 1, sadness by the value 2. All features are then normalized 
(between -1 and 1). 

The classes are the possible shots (camera angles) for the scene. 
These shots are defined in our system by the Cameraman module, 
which, for each scene, creates a line of action and positions the 

cameras in an appropriated location, improving the scene 
visualization by following standard cinematography rules and 
patterns proposed by Arijon [1]. For example, in a dialog scene 
between two actors (Figure 6) there are 5 possible shots (classes); 
camera A and camera D highlight the viewer’s attention to one 
actor while keeping the other actor visible in the scene; camera C 
and camera B highlight the attention only to one actor and 
emphasizes his emotional state; and camera E shows both actors. 

For this scene, we can extract 9 features: the position X, Y and Z 
of the two actors (6 features), the emotional state of the two actors 
(2 features), and the active talking actor (1 feature). 

 

 



 

  

Camera A Camera C 

  

Camera D Camera B 

 

                      Camera E 

Figure 6. Possible camera shots for a dialog scene. 

 

For each type of scene we have a different support vector 
machine; the number of features (inputs) and classes (outputs) 
depends on the type of scene and number of involved actors. 
Figure 7 illustrates this combination of support vector machines. 
The director has N support vector machines and each one with 
different inputs and outputs. 

 

Figure 7. Director Architecture. 

5.3 Predicting Process 
With the support vector machines trained with cinematography 
knowledge, the Director module is able to act as a film director 
and, based on the previous experience, select in real-time the best 
shots to show the scenes. 

To predict the best shot, the director executes the following steps: 

• Selects the active support vector machine based on the 

type of the current scene; 

• Extracts the features from the active environment and 

actors; these features are the same used to create the 
training database; 

• Applies the extracted features to the support vector 

machine; 

• Use the support vector machine output to set the active 

camera. The result of our support vector machine is the 
camera shot classified as the best solution to show the 
scene. 

The scenes are composed by different shots; the transition 

between the shots occurs when an important event happens in the 
scene, for example when the emotional state of an actor changes 
or when an actor executes an action. The director detects in real-
time these events and executes the predicting process to use the 
support vector machine knowledge to choose the new shot. 

Consider a scene where the actor chases an animal (Figure 8). We 
have two possible shots for this scene: camera A and camera B. 
The director detects in real-time the type of the scene and 

activates the support vector machine for chasing scenes. Every 
time when a new support vector machine is selected an initial shot 
must be selected, so the director extracts from the environment the 
features used by the active support vector machine and apply 
these features to it; the support vector machine applies then the 
classification algorithm to determine the shot that best fits the 
current scene; finally, the director sends this selection to the 
Cameraman module which activates the selected camera. When a 

new important event occurs, for instance, while along the chase 
the actor speaks something, the director executes the prediction 
process again, and probably that action will influence on the 
selected shot. 

A B C D 

E 



 

  

Camera A Camera B 

Figure 8. Possible camera shots for a chasing scene. 

6. RESULTS 
To validate our architecture we run two tests: first the 
performance test, to check the necessary time to predict a new 
shot. The second test is the recognition rate, to check the accuracy 
of the predicted shots. The tests have occurred on an Intel Core 2 
Quad 2.40 GHz, 4 GB of memory, using a single core to process 
the support vector machines. 

To test the performance of our proposed solution, we trained our 
support vector machines with a different number of samples and 

use them to predict the shots for a sequence of 6 scenes, with a 
total of approximately 40 different shots. For each shot, we 
calculate the necessary time for the prediction process. Figure 9 
shows performance results in a line chart with the training set size 
ranging from 10 to 55 samples and the times correspond to the 
average of the all support vector machines trained with the current 
number of samples. 

 

Figure 9. Prediction performance test with different training 
sets. 

To test the recognition rate, for each support vector machine in 
our system, we created 5 training sets with a different number of 
samples and, for each one, a testing set with half the size of the 
corresponding training set. The training sets are used to train the 
support vector machine and the samples of the current test set are 

predicted. Correct and wrong predicted shots are then computed. 
Table 1 shows the computed results of this test with the training 
set size ranging from 10 to 55 samples. The presented percentages 
of accuracy correspond to the average of the results obtained for 
the different support vector machines. 

Table 1. Recognition rate with different training sets. 

Number of 
Samples 

10 25 35 45 55 

Accuracy 92% 94.6% 96.5% 98% 98.6% 

 

Figure 10 shows the results of this test in a line chart. 

 

Figure 10: Recognition rate with different training sets. 

It is clear that the computational cost grows almost linearly with 
the number of samples. More samples result in a high accuracy 
but in slow recognition; few samples result in a fast recognition 
but in a low accuracy. However, with small training sets we 
obtain high percentage of correct recognition of the best shots, 
ensuring high accuracy in the shot selection and without high 
computational costs. 

7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented an intelligent cinematography 
director that uses a collection of support vector machines trained 
with cinematography knowledge to select in real-time the best 
scene shots in storytelling dramatization. Our methodology is 
applicable not only to storytelling systems; it can be adapted to 
other entertainment applications, such as games, virtual worlds or 

3D simulations. 

In our tests, support vector machines showed to have excellent 
recognition rate (between 92% and 98%) with small training sets 
and without high computational cost (less that 1 second to 
predict). This approach ensures that most of the times the selected 
shots are the best solution to show the scene in accordance with 
cinematography principles and rules.  

Support vector machine is a powerful machine learning 

methodology, however, still not widely explored in the area of 

A B 



artificial intelligence for games. In this paper, we have shown that 
support vector machines can be successfully applied in 
storytelling to select camera shots in real-time. Extending the use 
of support vector machines in games and entertainment computing 
in general is a promising approach to implement other artificial 

intelligence and machine learning tasks, such as controlling the 
behavior of non-player characters. Training our support vector 
machines at real-time in accordance with feedback provided by 
the users is also an interesting point to be investigated. 
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